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playbook [n.] – a cross between a 
workbook, journal and puzzle book; 
includes key concepts and tools to 
first reflect and then implement 
them in your life.

Throughout, you’ll see QR codes that’ll 
take you to content online. Open your 

smartphone camera + click notification 
for quick access to the content!



My friend,

After interviewing thousands of business owners, thought 
leaders, world changers and friends over the span of more 
than a decade, I’ve identified some key challenges people and 
businesses feel most strongly today–loneliness, negativity, 
overwhelm and the exhausting pace of change. 

From these same interviews, I’ve noticed a correlation not 
only to what allowed them to overcome these challenges, but 
to how they became wildly successful and effective in life. 
Astonishingly, the traits that allowed for this success are the 
same that flourish most beautifully within all of us as children.

In my new book, IN AWE, I’ll give you the tools to help you 
rediscover the childlike qualities of wonder, expectancy, 
immersion, belonging and freedom that free you to live life 
more fully, power past today’s perceived challenges and 
reignite your life. I can’t wait to share IN AWE with you when it’s 
published this spring.

This playbook is a tool so that–while you await your copy of IN 
AWE to arrive upon publishing in May 2020–you can learn the 
basic concepts of living the themes of the book now + begin to 
apply them in your life. Specifically, this playbook will:

•  Share the 5 childlike senses we need to regain to unleash 
     inspiration, meaning and joy
•  Define each sense and map out playful ways to begin applying 
     each in your life
•  Provide resources to help you dig deeper until your copy of
    IN AWE arrives this spring

Strengthened by the past, and empowered for the future, IN 
AWE  will show you how to seek fresh insights, reach for new 
solutions, and live your best life. This playbook gets you started 
in the right direction!

I can’t wait to live IN AWE with you!

John O’Leary



Sense 1:Wonder
Asking Questions to Achieve the Impossible

“Above all, watch with glittering eyes 
the world around you because the 
greatest secrets are always hidden in   
 the most unlikely of places. Those who 
don,’t believe in magic will never find it.”                       Roald Dahl, The Minpins

When you struggle with personal adversity, professional 
challenges or finding new ways to do more with less, you can 
stay stuck in the way things have always been done, endure the 
status quo of the day and tolerate what is. 

Or.

Or you may choose to invoke the transformational power of 
returning to the childlike sense of wonder.

Kids question everything. EVERYTHING! 

(My kids’ first words weren’t Mom….or Dad. It was Why? And it’s a 
word they still love using!)

But far from asking in order to be difficult, kids ask questions 
with a desire to understand. 

When you ask questions with an open heart and open mind, 
new possibilities to old challenges emerge. These fresh 
solutions reveal new paths begging to be taken. This childlike 
mindset reminds you what was possible before the world told 
you it wasn’t. It also provides the audacity to actually live into it.

Our sense of wonder stokes the ability to question, get curious, 
explore widely and pursue doggedly answers, solutions and 
opportunities leading to innovative thinking and endless 
possibilities. To begin you must dare to question, to push, to 
prod. If things get uncomfortable, remind yourself that THIS is 
where true greatness, possibility and life happen. 

Wonder is how you begin again to live IN AWE. 

Why?



Unleash your sense of wonder! What we choose to see, think 
and do influences the life we lead and the impact we have.  
IN AWE shares historic, personal, emotional and practical 
examples of how seemingly impossible odds were overcome 
by returning to the sense of wonder and what it means for you. 
But don’t wait to read my examples, what are some of yours?

Journal questions:
Looking back on your life, consider one experience that seemed impossible 
to overcome. Perhaps you faced long odds, didn’t see any solution, 
but ultimately got through it. Whether it was overcoming something 
challenging or achieving something remarkable, write about what it was, 
how you endured, and what you learned from it.

Knowing that we ultimately arrive where we are heading, is there a dream 
in your life you’ve given up because of current circumstances? A place 
to visit, relationship to rekindle, professional accomplishment, hobby to 
begin? Imagine for a minute what living into that vision would look like. 
Shut your eyes. Imagine being there, living there. When you reopen your 
eyes, journal about how you felt. Then commit to taking one actual step 
toward living into it while answering this question, “Why not?”



Journal questions:
“Beautiful, limitless naiveté” is an invitation to a boundless mindset you’ll 
become familiar with as you read IN AWE. In glancing around the world, 
what do you see as “impossible” to fix? It could be something with the 
environment, economy, politically, in your community, at work or at home. 
Now, ask yourself “what if” and allow yourself to dream wildly new ways to 
of the possibilities. Don’t be tethered to what is; imagine what could be.

Listen to Live Inspired Podcast Episode #94: with 
guest Mick Ebeling, founder of Not Impossible Labs 
to learn more about “beautiful, limitless naiveté” and 
how it can help you overcome “unsolvable problems.”
(Enjoy! This is a sneak peek at an interview that led to 
chapter 5 in the book.)



Sense 2:Expectancy
Turning to the Powerful State of First-Time Living

Do you ever grapple with imaging a better tomorrow with so 
many difficulties today? 

You’re far from alone. The majority of adults believe the best 
days in the United States are over and reported levels of 
depression, anxiety and general angst are at historic highs. It’s 
bad out there. More tonight on your evening news.

But I’d like you to imagine two paths diverging before you. 

On one, you see the downward slope. You don’t know exactly 
what’s ahead, but because life has beaten you down – or “wised 
you up” – you expect it’s littered with recessions, layoffs, 
setbacks and disappointments. 

Now look at the other. As it turns and twists you see in the 
distance a magnificent mountain. You can anticipate the epic 
view from the top. Yes, there will be challenging terrain to get 
there, but you believe you’ve got the strength to get through it. 
You are thankful for the good people in your life, joyfully await 
what’s next and are confident the destination will be worth it. 

No matter your age, you get to choose your expectations. You 
get to decide which path you traverse from here. It’s not just 
true in this exercise, but in your journey through life.

Expectancy means not only that you look towards the future 
with the deep conviction that adventure awaits, amazing things 
remain possible and the best is yet to come…but that in doing so 
that future begins to become a reality.

“Oh Marilla, looking forward to things 
is half the pleasure of them ...You mayn,t 
get the things themselves;  but nothing can 
prevent you from having the fun of looking 
forward to them ...I think it would be worse 
to expect nothing than to be disappointed.”                                                     
                                                  L.M. Montgomery, Anne of Green Gables



Expectancy changes both our present situation and our future 
prospects. But only applies to those who leverage it.  

“The moment you doubt whether you can 
fly, you cease forever to be able to do it.” 
                                                                          J.M. Barrie, The Little White Bird

Engage with your sense of expectancy! Try out these activities:

Journal question:
First Time Living–the way kids experience everything because they 
haven’t done things before. They are endlessly excited about even the most 
ordinary things. Escalators and elevators. Earth worms and rain puddles. 

Think about how you experienced life as a kid experiencing everything 
for the first time. Then, write how your day today might look differently if 
you enter into it with a mindset of first time living. (How might you view 
the sunrise, savor that shower, sip that coffee, speak to that loved one, or 
dance into the office?)

worms?



Journal question:
Joyful Awaiting–Kids innately have a sense of excitement about the next 
adventure. They remind us intrinsically how sweet it is to thoroughly 
anticipate something. Often times they start countdowns to their birthday, 
Christmas, summer vacation…the day after their last birthday, Christmas, 
summer vacation!

Today, let’s take a lesson from their book. What is one thing you are really 
looking forward to? Vacation, professional opportunity, party, holiday? Write 
it down on the lines below. 

Then, mark how many days until this event (you can figure this out easily 
at: https://countingdownto.com/

Take it one step further, get a dry erase marker and put this count down 
on your bathroom mirror, make a tear away count down for your bulletin 
board or sketch your vision for this event below to help build anticipation.

Listen to Live Inspired Podcast Episode #95. I share the 
profound story of a man named Andre Norman. Although he 
spent two decades in prison for violent crimes he committed–
and expected to spend the rest of his life imprisoned–he 
changed. What Andre learned about his limiting beliefs, self-
worth, the power of hope and the gift of love will inspire you 
to tap into the sense of expectancy in your life.



Sense 3:Immersion
Cultivating Your Attention to be Fully Engaged

“It is only with the heart that one 
can see rightly; what is essential is invisible to the eye.” 
                                     Antoine de Saint-Exupéry, The Little Prince

Sometimes do you feel like you’re missing out on life? Are there 
times when you are physically present, but emotionally absent? 

We’ve all been there. Distracted. Busy with the unimportant. 
Bored by the monotony of life. 

Well, my friend, it’s time to wake up to the unmitigated miracle 
of your life and of this moment. 

Time is our most precious asset. It is finite. And how we choose 
to spend it matters profoundly. 

What if success was not about getting someplace, but about 
experiencing each of the moments leading us there? 

Our addiction to remaining tethered to technology, work, the 
media and social media has robbed of living the joy discovered 
in this moment. We’ve exchanged the gift of living in the 
magnificent present with the monotony of simply staying busy. 

In going back to how we acted as children, doing one thing at a 
time, and then moving on to the next task, the next stage, the 
next moment, we rediscover our sense of immersion. 

Reawakening immersion unleashes our ability to be truly 
engaged, effective and inspired again. 

Because every job we do matters. 

Every task can have meaning. 

All work is sacred. 

But I also believe we’ve got to get back to what makes it so sacred. 



It’s time to stop toiling over things that don’t matter, get back in 
touch with the kind of work that truly makes a difference and 
begin living in the only time that actually matters: now.

Do you want to be more fully engaged in each and every moment? 
Awaken with your sense of immersion with the following activity:

Identify 10 hats you wear. These are your roles you play professionally and 
personally. Who are the people you serve when wearing those hats? And 
what would those people say about you? Take ten minutes to list out all the 
different roles you play, who specifically you serve when in those roles, what 
those individuals would say about you, and what you wish they would say.  
(For example, my first hat might be husband, to Beth, she might say, “He could 
do a bit more around the house!” But I wish she would say, “Greatest husband 
ever!” Now it’s your turn.)

Hat What They 
Would Say

What You Wish
They Would SayName



For you, was there a gap between what people most important 
to us say about us and the things we want to hear? 

Commit to bridging that gap by focusing on just one 
relationship. Consider ways you can live into what you wish 
they might say by becoming the person that is attentive to their 
needs. Frequently the difference between how things currently 
are–and how we wish they might become–is thoughtful, 
focused, intentional action in each moment.  

Not sure when to begin?

Start now!

Author Mitch Albom shows us how! He is 
someone I believe truly understands and 
embraces the sense of Immersion. He joined me on 
Live Inspired Podcast episode #81 (and again on 
episode #199). Check it out here!

?

Relationship and ways you can start to be 
more of the person they need you to be:



“We belong. Let,s stop putting up walls 
and building fences. Instead, let,s take 
them down . Let,s put aside our masks.
Let,s open up our lives, not only by how 
we accept others but by embracing who
we are.
Let,s remove the bondages of isolation and
lift the veil of perceived unworthiness.
I believe it will empower us to do great 
things, together.” 
                                                                                                           John O’Leary

Sense 4:Belonging
Opening the Gift of Truly Letting People In

My friend, I don’t know what you’ve been through. 

I don’t know how you feel, what scars you bear physically or 
which ones lie hidden deep within your heart.

But I do know one thing: You are beautifully, wondrously made. 
You have within you gifts to share with the world. You were put 
here on this earth for a reason. We all are.

We live at a time that is far more connected than any other 
in the history of the world, and yet many of us frequently feel 
utterly isolated, on our own, totally alone. 

Regardless your skin color, nationality, economic situation, 
personal beliefs or values, we come from one tribe. We fit 
together. And we need each other.

The sense of belonging reminds you of the peace, acceptance 
and joy that comes from the knowledge that you are worthy and 
an essential piece of the puzzle. The sense of belonging reminds 
us of something else equally important: everyone else is, too. 



“Generally, by the time you are Real, 
most of your hair has been loved off, 
and your eyes drop out and you get 
loose in the joints and very shabby. 
But these things don,’t matter at all.”                                                            Margery Williams, The Velveteen Rabbit

Looking for your own ways to be Real, to belong and to focus on 
the things that matter? Reflect on these quotes and thought-
starters from IN AWE:

“In order to connect with others, we’ve got to
let people in, instead of keeping them out.

We’ve got to lower our guard and realize, that no
matter what we’re hiding, we still belong.

So instead of walking away, what if we pulled up a chair? 

Instead of shutting our hearts, what if we opened them wide?

It’s time to tear down the walls that we have erected.
It’s time to stop hiding who we are.

It’s time to get back to seeing each other fully, and celebrating
who we are, so we can  journey through life together.”

Journal question:
What “scars” are you hiding/mask are you wearing that prevent you from 
fully connecting with others? How might embracing them change the way 
you feel about yourself? 



“It is time to let our guard down and step into the light.
It is time to own our scars, our stories, our weaknesses,
and our wounds so that we can get back to celebrating

who we are and connecting with those around us.
We are the same. We belong.

And we are worthy of celebration.
Exactly as we are.”

Journal question:
How could sharing your scars, stories, weaknesses and wounds liberate you to 
better connect with others?  How might it actually inspire them in their lives?

Want to hear an awesome story about belonging? 
Check out Live Inspired Podcast episode #85 with 
Ben and Amy Wright. (Spoiler: You’ll get a sneak 
peek of a story I share in Chapter 25!)!



Sense 5: Freedom 
Stepping Off the Sideline and Getting
Back in the Game

“And so for a time, it looked as if 
all the adventures were coming to an 
end;but that was not to be.” 
                         C.S. Lewis, The Lion, the Witch and the Wardrobe

When was the last time you went all in? 

When was the last time you felt totally alive? 

When was the last time you were entirely and completely free?

Many of us feel shackled by the expectations and responsibilities 
of adulthood, and we’ve sadly grown used to it. Work deadlines…. 
personal debt…. fleeting health …. never ending to-do lists… 
tethered to technology … rush hour traffic… life!

But I want you to reawaken your sense of freedom. I want you 
to own your mindset, choices and the life you lead. It’s time to 
dare boldly, go all in and step away from the shackles of fear. 

My friends, let’s learn how to “go all in” by watching kids at play. 

They don’t hide their emotions. They don’t cower from what 
they want. They don’t hesitate participating fully. And they 
most certainly don’t conserve energy. In fact, there’s frequently 
nothing left in the tank by the time bedtime comes around. 
They are wiped! A day well spent. 

We are free to determine the course of our days – to do more 
within a world of opportunities. We are liberated to live with no 
reserves, no retreat and no regrets. And our first steps towards 
embracing this sense of freedom is to have the audacity to 
simply step into the arena and give it your all once there.

The first step is the hardest part. 

But as one of my children reminded me beautifully in chapter 
28, “going is always scary, but once you’re there, once you 
begin, it is worth it.”

Begin today.  

ZZZ ...



Ignite your Sense of Freedom. Try out this activity:

Five Minutes to Freedom
Within the book, I share an incredibly personal story about 
how I let the shackles of fear keep me from stepping forward, 
speaking out and showing up.

It’s one of the great regrets of my life. I let myself down and 
was heartbroken by the outcome. 

Without sharing the story detailed in IN AWE, my challenge to 
you today is to set aside 5-10 minutes right now. I want you 
to send a text message or (better yet) make a phone call to 
someone in your life who deserves to hear “Thank you,” “I love 
you” or “I’m sorry” today. 

No hesitations here.

Don’t wait until tomorrow.

Don’t even put it off an hour from now. 

That was the hard lesson I learned in my twenties from the 
story you’ll soon read near the end of IN AWE. But I don’t want 
you to wait until the book release. Reach out and make both of 
your days better. 

I hope you’ll feel the freedom that comes with this act of 
bravery and effort to go “all in” with those you do life with. It’s a 
great first step towards feeling truly free!

If you just can’t wait to read about my personal 
story, check out Live Inspired Podcast Episode 
#124 for a sneak peek.

I ,m sorry...Thank you...
I love you...



Notes: 



As you “joyfully await” your copy of IN AWE, visit
johnolearyinspires.com or use the QR code below  for

more exclusive tools + pre-order bonuses!

Stay connected with us on social

Subscribe to the Live Inspired Podcast

Start the ripple + give the gift of IN AWE.
Pre-order your copy at johnolearyinspires.com or use the QR code below.

Open your smartphone 
camera + click notification 

or use the url above

COMING
May 5, 2020!



Rediscover Your
CHILDLIKE WONDER to
Unleash INSPIRATION,

MEANING and JOY


